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ABSTRACT

Safety of marine structures against fatigue failure is

achieved through design of individual elemen~, utilization of

structural redundancy, and ins~ction for fatigue cracks with

subsequent repair of detected cracks. Eachsafetyitemhasa

certainCOSIanditisof impmlance[ominimizethetotaf
exp?ctedcostforthelife time of the structure, Four different

repair strategies are compared arid the total expected cost of

design, insyction, repair and failure is minimized. The optimi-

zation parameters are a stress related design parameter, ins~c-
tiontimes,andinspection qualities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Safety of. marine structures against fatigue failure is an
impmtant design consideration. Sufficient safety is achieved
through the use of several safety i[ems: design of individual ele-
ments, utilization of structural redundancy, and inspec~ion for
fatigue cracks with subsequent repair of detected cracks. Each
safety item has a certain cost and i~ is of importance to minim-
ize the total ex~cted cost for the life, time of the structure. The
optimization must bs carried out with the at any time available
information. At the design stage the system configuration is
decided,thesizingoftieindividualelementsandjointsk per-
formed,andtheinitialins~ctionplanispreparedThecost
consideredh theoptimizationat W time is cost related to
suucnmaf parameters, cost of inspection, expected cost of repair,
and ex~cted cost of failure. After fabrication and instaflalion,
new information about the as-built configuration and from fabri-
cation control becomes available. With this inform ation an
ufxlated initial inspection plan can ke determined. The cost

considered in the optimization at this time is related 10 cost of
inspection, ex&cted repair cost and expected failure. cosl. The
first inspectionmay resultin the detection and also passible
stpair of a crack, or nci crack may be detected. Withthis. addi-
tional information h updated inspction plan is prepared. The
~st considered at this time is the inspection cost for the remain-
ing inspections, the e~pected repair cost and the cx~ctcd faihm
cost. A~r the next inspection a new optimization ,is done and
so on. Although a futf ins~ction plan is determined at each
srep, it is thus onfy the first inspection which is actually carried
out according to the plan.

In the optimization a smategy for repair is necessary, and
four different strategies are considered here.

all detected cracks are repaired by welding,
only detected cracks larger than a certain size are repaired
(by welding),

alt detected cracks are repaired. Cracks smaller than a cer-
tain size are repaired by grinding, while crocks larger than
this size are repaied by welding,

all detected cracks are repaired by replacement of the ele-
ment.

The system reliability aspscts, i.e. the effect of redun-
dancy, shouldixueatedby consideringthechangesinload
pathswhenlargecracksdevelop.Anothersystemaspectcon-
cernstheupdatingofthereliabilityforonepanofthestructure
basedon ins~ctionresultsfor another part of the structure.
Such anatyses capabilities are in principle simple extensions of
the presentanalysis,butmay causelargecomputational
difficulties,

Thispapergivesacontributetomathematicalmodelingof
thedesign, insfxction and maintenance optimization. A numbsr
of more practical aspects for inspection planning have not been
included, while tie paper attempts to be rigorous on crack
geometty mcdeling, reliability and optimiza~ion analysis, The
concern is on the crack growth phase with little emphasis on the
crack initiation phase. As such the analysis is more relevant to
structural than mechanical parts.

The pa~r first presems the applied fatigue crack growth
model based on a fracture mechanics analysis. The necessa~
input for the loading, the geome~ and the material propenies
are identi fred. Corrosion is included through a reduction in
plate thckrsess with time. The four repair criteria are presented,
and associated with each repair crilerion is an event tree giving
the possible events from design until the end of the design life
time. The various safety and event margins for the different
branches of one of the defined event trees are formulated. The
associated failure and repair probabilities are computed by
firm-order reliability methods. In the event margins a smatlest
detectable crack size or crack detection threshold appears. This
crack size is s~citic for each inspection method and its reliabil-
ity. In~ction reliability in terms of a probability of detection
curve is treated. Modeling of the various cost items is descritxd
and the optimization problem is formulated for optimization at
the time of initial design. The optimization variables are the
rumba, quahty and times of ins~crion, and a structural design
parameter. The objective function giving the tot~ expected cost
is derived, and cmstraints on the reliability as WC1las simple
constmints on the optimization variables are formulated. The
focus is next on the optimization for souctures in m-vice. The
s~ctuml design parametem are then fixed and some
insWction/repair results may IX available. The optimiza~ion

problemisformulatedandtheobjectivefunctionexpresses Ihe
total ex~cted cost for the remaining of the design life time.
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Some example results are presented comparing the four stra-
tegies for one case and considering one S[rategy in more detail
for another case. Results are presented for two different CIW.SCS
OfPOD curves,inspctionquatitymodels.Botha constant
geomehyfunctionanda uansversestiffenerweld geometry
function are apptied. A parameter study is presented both for the
crack size limit for which weld repair is Wrformcd and for she
expected cost of failure.

2. CRACK GROWTH MODEL AND CORROS1ON
MODEL

A one-dimensional description of crack size is employed.
Crack growth is descrikd by Paris’ equation with the stress
intensity factor calculated by linear elastic fracture mechanics

g = c@K)”3AK>Mti, a(N=Okao (2.1)

Thelefthnd sidegivesthecracksizeincrementin one stress
cycle with stress intensity factor range AK.a is the crack size, N

is the number of cycles and C and m are materi~ constants. AK
is expressed as

AK= Y(a)>ZS (2.2)

where Y(U)is the geometry function depending on the ove~l ~

gemmeuy of the detail including the presence of the weld. and.$
is the mrtge of a far-field reference stress.

Although a one-dimensional description of crack size is
employed akmve, a two dimensional description can easily be
used as well. Instead of solving one differential equation (2.1),
it is necessary to solve two coupled dlfferentiat equations.

1
g=c(Ma)”.AKa> M,h,, a(N=O)=ao

(2.3)
~ = C(MC)”, AK, > M,b, c(N=IJ=c o

where the first equationdescribes the growth in depth a and the
second equation describes the growth in lengtt 2c of a semi-
ellipticat surface crack. When X,k,=Othetwoequationsare

convenientlyrewrittenas

~ =(~)m,c(a=ao~co

.
(2,4)

$. $(M>-m, N(a=aJ=O

The differential equations are coupled since AK. and AK, both

depmd on (a,c). With AK. fmm (2.2) and a similar expression

for ~,, the first equation in (2.4) becomes

dc Yc(a,c) +

da %-@T~’ c(=~co
—= (2.5)

Thk equabon does not involve the loading and can& solved to
give the ctack length as a function of depth for given geometry

functions and initial condition. The resutt can he inserted into
the secmsd equation in (2.4) which is then simply an equation
for the growth in crack depth ideritical to (2.1). Atrematively, a
differential equation for the aspect ratio a/c can Ix formulated
with its initial condition and the result for the aspect ratio be
inserted in (2.4). Both two-dimensional crack size analyses
require more computer time than the one-dimensional anatysis,
but the extension is necessary in ,many cases in particular when
the inspection resutt is on crack length without depth

information.

It is afso pxsible to include more corn~icated csack
growth descriptions th& the semi-elliptical surfack crack,. e.g.
crack growth of a serni-elliplicat surface crack thrnugh’ the
‘1.hictmessfollowed by further crack growth of the through-
rhickness crack.

A crack initiation period is not included in the formulation
“ahove. lWs is easily done by ,changing the initiat condition

N(u#O to N(a>NO. A separate stochastic model for No can

~lhen ~ formulated. Alternatively a. can Ix cmtsidered as an

equivalent initial crack. size as is commonly done within
azlaiysis of aircraft structures.

A Weibufl distribution is often applied to express the long
term stress range distribution for marine structures. Here a
Weibull distribution with random state parameter A and shap
pararnererBisused.

F$) = 1-exp(-(dA)E), s>O. (2.6)

The numbm ofstresscyclesperunittimeisv,anda joint nor-
mal distribution is assumed for (lm4,1/B). The uncertainty in the
Weibull parameters is a lumpd representation of the uncertain-
ties in the long term characterization of the environmeptsl con-
ditions, in the load models, in the global rqmnsc analysis, and
in the calculation of the local reference stress.

A structural design parameter z is introduced later in the
formulation of the optimization problem. For a ship stmcture,
this stnzcruraf design parameter could typicatly represents the
butt thickness or the spacing &tween stiffeners. The base vatue
of z is ZOfor which the Weibult parameter$A &d B have been

determined. When z varies from Z. each sn-ess range is multi-

plied by the factor $, which is selected of &e form

‘o
Osc 51~ = (c — +(1+ )(2)2),2-s2s2-’, ~

z 22 .~
(2.7)

This function is assumed tolxabletomodelstressvariations
wellinallcases.

Due COcorrosionthethicknessmay decreasewithtime.
Thefol]owhtg’Iiearmodel is introduced for the thickness at
time t .,

Z(i)= z-k[ (~,g)
7.

where k, is the (random) corrosion rate.

3. STRATEGIES FOR REPAIR

The optimization is carried out wirhout knowledge of the
actuaf outcome of future inspections, For an optimization car-
ried out either at the design state or in-service, it is thusneces-
sw toconsideratlpossibleoutcomesoffutureinspections,
repahsandpxsiblefailure. If crack sizes are measured in an
inspection, the numlxr of possible outcomes bscomes infinite,
thus making the optimization extm”melycomplicated. To over-
Mme this problem, a finite set of ~ssible outcomes must be
defined. Tids CM be done “by onty referring crack sizes to a
tirdte nurrdxr of intervals. In ‘tie strategies cansideredhere, this
number of intervals is limited to two or rhee. The limiting
crack sizes can lx random.

Four different strategies are considered:

STRATEGY-1 all detected crocks are repairkd by welding,

STRATEGY-2 only &ected cracks larger than a certain size

\,\_- -’
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STRATEGY-3

STRATEGY-4

are repaired (by welding),

all detected cracks are repaired. Cracks
smaller than a certain size are repaired by
grinding, whilecrackslargerthanthissizeare

repairedbywelding,

al]detec[edcracksarerepairedby replacement

of the element.

In the first strategy, only one ~miting crack size is
included rmrresfmtding to the smaflest detectable crack size. At
each in.spction a crack may citicr be detected and repaired or
no crackmay & detected,An evem tree for ttds strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The number of inspections is n and these
are prformed at times T,,..., r”, where

O=TOSTI<~.. STn<TX+,=T.The totaf number of different courses

is 2’, see Fig. 1. TMs event tree in fact onfy illustrates a sub-
optimization, as it is not necessary to choose the same time for
the second ins~ction indepdent of the outcome of rle first
irtqxction.

In rhe second strategy IWO limiting crack sizes arc
included, corresponding to the smallest detectable crack size
and a size which governs whether or no~ repair is done. Smalf
cracks may lxdue to weld defects which do not grow, and in

T,, O T! Tz +, lb T.Tn.,

Ftg.1: Illustrationofeventtreewithrepairofalldettcted
cracks.Odenotesnorepair,while1denotesrepair.

thisstrategya crackisonlyrepairedif its size is larger than a
lirniung value. At each inspection three possibilities then exist:
a crack may & detected and repaired by welding, a crack may
lx detected but not repaired, or no crack may be detected. An
event tree for this strategy is illustrated in Fig.2.

— WANCH1
— WA*H 2

— MANO-Ij

— WAKH 3“

o
f=sg.2:

The n

i, 12 Ta 74

Itlusmationof eventtreewithno repairof smafl
detected cracks and weld repair of large detected
cracks.O denotesno crackdetection,1 denotes no
repair of a detected crack, and 2 denotes weld repair.

inspections are prformed at rimes T1,. . . ,Tn, where

O=TOSTIS sT,sT~,=T, and @ totaf numkr of different

c.oums k 3n, we Flg.2. AlSOthe evemww in Fig.2 illustrates a
subopl.imization as it is again not necessary to choose the same
time for the second insfxction independent of the outcome of
the first.ins~ction.

The third strategy”also includes two limiting crack sizes.

mrqmtding to the smallest detectable crack size, and a size
whtch governs whether repair is by grinding or by welding.
When the crack depth is small compared to the thickness, repair
by grinding is often preferred to repair by welding due to rite
significantly smaller cost, and kcause the reduction in cross
sectional area is so small that is has no significant effect on the
static stmxtgh. The limiting size could depnd on the remaining
life time. At each insfxction a crack may thus either lx
detected and repaired by grinding or welding or no crack may
be detected. An event tree for this strategy is as in Fig.2, except
that O denotes no repair, 1 denotes grind repair, and 2 denotes
weld repair. The totsl number of insfxctions is n and these are
performed at times ?_I,... ,Tn, where O=TO<T1<.. sTnsT,+)=T.

The totatnunhr of different repair courses is less than 3“ as
two successive repairs by grinding are not aflowed. These

branches should thus Ix delekd from Fig.2.

The fourth strategy is similar to the first i.trategy, except
that the element is replaced when a crack is detected. This srra-
tegy may not lx very relevant for ship structures, but for other
sb’uctures a replacement may lx easier and less costly than a
repair. The structural parameters for the replacing element may
Ix different from the properties for the originaf elemen!, The n

inspections are performed at times T], . . . ,Tm, where

&TOSTIS.. ST,ST~+l=T,and the totaf number of different repair

courses is 2’. An event tree for this strategy is identical to that
in Fig. 1, except that O denotes no replacement and 1 denotes
replacement.

4. SAFETY AND EVENT MARG1!W

Failure is defined as crack growth hyond a critical crack
size u,. Thk size is often selected as corresponding to the

elemenUhuff thickness, but can also refer to a size for which

brittle or ductile failure of the remaining cross section takes
place for a s~cified extreme loading. The limit state function g
for failure before a time r is therefore

g = at-a(l) (4.1)

When (2.2) is inserted in (2.1), this equation may Ix written as

AK
+ = c Y(d)”(na)”~s’” 1(5>*) (4.2)

where 1() denotes an indicator function which takes the value
one when the inequality in the parenthesis is valid and zero oth-
erwise. Due to the generally large number of cycles to failure,
the two terms containing the stress range can k approximated
by their expected value. Witi Weibufl distributed stress ranges
this gives

AKhr
E[Y” 1(s> -)1 =A” r(t+ ~) G(a) (4.3)

where she auxiliary G-function is
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.b. .

t? ‘ AY;)%‘B)r(l+fl(—
G(a) = (4.4)

r(l+~)

In (4.2) the variables can now k separated and troth sides of the
equation be integrated

y(l) & = cvfA”r(l+:) (4.5)
a. k’(x)rn(rm)~2G(x)

where the initiat conditionhf(a,)dl has been insened. The leh

harrd side of tkds equation is an increasing function in the upper
irrtegradon limit a(r). From the failure criterion in (4.1) the
safety margin for failure &fom”time i can rhen be formulated as

M=Jach - CvM”r(l+;) (4.6)
a. y(x)~(@ti2 G(x)

The Ilrst irrs~ction at time TI leads to a crack de~ection or

no crack detection.An event margin is defined as

ati,
H=j

ok
-cv$Amr(l+;) (4.7)

aO l’(x)m(m)~zG(x)

The event margin is negative when a crack is detected, i.e. when
the crack is larger than the smalfest detectable crack size and is
otbenvise positive. adl is the smallest detectable crack size as

described in detail later. If a crack is detected in rhe. first
inspction, and if dte decision about repair (strategy 2) or repair
method (stmtegy 3, welding or grinding) depends on a measure-
ment of the crack size, an event margin can Ix formulated for
the event that the crack is larger than a~,and therefore should lx

repaired by welding

H =ja” * - cvT,A”r(l+:) (4.8)
c’ a. Y(X)”’(rLE)m’2G(X)

where a~, is a mndom variable to account for crack size meas-

urement uncertainty. The distribution of a~, is discussed later.

The event that a detected crack is repaired by welding is
{H,,9},

When a crack is detected and repaired at time T1, the

safety marginafterweldrepairis

where r>~l. The geometry function is modelled as identical

before and after a repair. The material parameter C is fully
defxrtdent before and after a repairwhengrind repair has been
@ormed, and independent &fore and after repair when a weld
repair or replawment has &en selected. With weld repair, the
crack size after repair Uk is the crack size after welding and

ins~ction has been carried out. With grind repair a~ is replaced

by a~, which”is an equivalent initial flaw size. Fhmtly, with

replacement of an element with a detected crack, a~ is replaced

by a. since fhe distribution of the initiaf crack size is assumed

identically distributed for the onginat and replacing element. In
the examples presented later, it is assumed that crack sizes a~,

aG and a. fordifferenthqxctionsaremutuaflyindependent.

It follows from the description ahve that a crack is
assumed present initially and after each repair. This is psrhaps

a dubious assumption after a rr,pair, if tkds is @ormed by

grinding. The idea khind this repair med-md is exactfy to
remove the crack and to introduce a long crack initiation priori
The geometry function is also likely to change due to grinding.
It is, however, px.sible to wlect.~ equivalent initial crack size
to account for the initiation period. This is a common practice
for design of tircrafrs where procedures for determining tie
equivalent flaw size from expmiments are available. This
approach also solves the complication with the change in
geometry funcdon, kcaufi tbe crack looses the memory of the
grinding once it has started propagating and has propagated a
short distance. It then acts as if no grinding had fxen per-

formed. ,

A notation is introduced m descrilx me sequence of
repairmo repair events in each branch. As an example, with
repair at times TI and Tz tid no fipair at Tj, the safety margin

for failure ixfore f, where T3<tST4is

~llo(l) = Ja’ ~ - Cv(r-T2)Amr(l+;)’ (4. 10)
a~ Y(x)’”(rm)~2G(x)

The event margin for crack detection at time T. is

-J h#lo_ ‘* : cv(T4-T2)A’”r(l+;) (4.11)
a~ Y(x)m(rtz)m’2G(x)

and the event margin for weld repair at rime Tq(strategies 2 and

3) is

~grl 10=Jag’ dz
-Cv(T4-T2)Amr(l+ ~)(4.12)

aR Y(x)’’’(rL@2G(x)

Safety and event margins are defined sirnilarl y for the other
branches.

A sttucruraf design parameter z isintroduced in the optim-
ization, typicafly representing the hull thickness or the stiffener

spacing. The base value of z is z, for which the Weibtdl long
‘term stress pamrtteters A and B have ken determined. When z

varies from ~. each stress range is multiplied by tie factor ~

from (2.7). When z is varied from its base vatue, the safet~
margin in (4.6) is changed as

M([)=ja’ h (4.t3)
a, Y(x)”(rtz)~’2G(z)

- CvrAm(c,:+(l-c,)(~)z)mr( l+~)

The event margins H and Hr in (4.7) and (4.8) and the other

safety and event margins are changed corres~ndingly.

Due to corrosion the tkdckness may decrease with time. A
linear mo&l for the thickness at time i“was introduced in (2.8)
in terms of the is the (random)” corrosion rate k,. A“damage

amplification factor FL(t) can .tien be defined as described in

Madsen(]) in terms of ZKZ-k,I) and (l-CZ)Z@ZZ).When c~ck

growthisfromtime T1 to time ?_Zthe factor (T2-T1) in a safety

or event margin is replaced by ,(T2FL(T>T1Fk(T1)).

5. FAILURE-AND REPAIR PROBABILITIES

The probability of failure fxfore time t is PF(t). The

Corresponding reliability index is

p(r) = 4-’[PF(f))

.. ....”

\._
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Expressions for the failure probability and r.x~cted numkrs of
repair are here presented for stralegy I only. For the orhcr stra-

,’- tegies similar although slighrly more involved expressions are
valid.

Expressions for the failure probability arc given.
For WKTI:

PF(I)= P(M(f)so) (5.2)

For Tl<raz:

PF(l) = PF(TJ + APF(T,J) (5.3)

= PF(T,)+ A@, J) + N;(7-, J)

= PF(T1)

+ P(M(T,)>O(-) H>(Jn AJ@?o)

+ P(M(TJ>O n H<o ~ M’(/)so)

For T2<~~3:

P~(t) = P~(T2)+ M$T2,0 (5.4)

= PF(T2)+ APp(T2,1) + APg’ (T2J)+ AP;%2,1) + AP}l (T2,r)

+F(M(T1)>On H>O n MO(TJ>O~ HOSOn MO1(l)<O)

and so on for each inspection time and @ life time. With n

inspections between O and T, 2“+1–] parallel systems are
analysed to compute the failure probabilities.

The variationofthereliabilityindexwithtimeisshownin

Flg.3insketchform.

T, Tz T> T, IO

,.

Fig.3: Variationofreliabilityindexwhhrime.

The nwabmty umex decreases wnh time cmres~nmng to an
increasing probability of failure with time. The curves for the

reliabilityindexhaveachangein slope after an inspection snd
are close to having a horizontal umgent. This is so &cause the
failure mte immediately after an inspection is very small, since
tk inswrion has either not revealed a crack or repair has taken
placa A crack of size C1OXto the criticaf size is detected with a
very large pmbahlity, arrdwhennocrackk &tectedhereM a
verysmallprobabilitythatthecrackcangrowtothecriticalsize
withina smalftimepied aftertheinspcdon.Ifa crackis
repai~thecracksix afterrepair is expected to k much
smaller than the criticaf size, and also in this case is Were a very
small probability that the crack can gmw to the critical size
within a smafl time period after the ins~tion.

The ex~cted numkr of repairs E[RJ at time T, is identi-

cal to the probability of repair at time T,. It is

EIR1]= P(M(T1)>On HsO) (5.5)

E[RJ =E[i?)] +E[Rj] (5.6)

= P(M(T1)>On H>On JfO(TJ>On H%O)

+ P(~(T1)>o m HsOn M1(T2)>0m H1<O)

.E[RJ =E[R3W] +E[f?$’] + EIR~O]+“EII?~l] (5.7)

= P(M(T1)>On H>O m kfO(TJ>O~ HO>O

m @(TJ>O m H%O)

+ P(Jf(T1)>On H>On @TJ>O m H%O

n JfO’(TJ>O m H%Oj

+ P(Jf(Tl)>O n HsOm J91(TJ>0 n H1>O

n AflO(TJ>Om fflOSO)

+ P(,M(T1)>On HsOn .M’(TJ>Om H:sO

n JW’’(T3)>0n H“sO)

and m on for each ins~ction time. With n inspections kctween

O ~d T, 2“-1 paraUel systems are analysed 10compute repair
probabilities.

PROBAN, ses Tvedt (2),can lx used for the analysis of the
parallel systems to determine the expscted number of repairs at
each insprion time smd the probability of failure. The FORM
optionforparafleisystemswithinactiveconstraintsincludedis
applied,and this is consistent with the marmer in which tie sen-
sitivi~ factors are compukd. To check the accuracy of the
failure probability in the life rime a SORM anafysis has also
lxen@ormed. The SORM result has not ken found to devi-
* si~ificantfy from the FOf2hl resuk For a general reference

onFORA4/SORMmethcxis,=e e.g.Madsen et alt3).

6. DEFINITION OF INSPECTION QUALITY

The inqxction quality is related to the probability of
detecting a crack of a given size and the accuracy in sizing a
detec~d crack.~e.probabihtyofdetectingacrackdependson
thecracksize,thebtspxdonmerhod and rhe inspection team.
The reliability with respct to the probability of detecting a
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csackk defined by rhe POD (probability of de~ection) curve for
which a shifted exfmnentiat form is used here.

a-a

p(a) = 1-exp(- *), a>amm

lltesmalles tdetectabl ecracksiz eisdenotedbya~, ‘fhcproba-

bifityof detecting acrackof sizea isequalro the probability
tbatadis mMlerthiniz. The following identity rherefomholds:

Fd (a)= p(d)
,

[6.2)

showing r.baIthe POD cuive is identical to the distribution func-
tionofrhe smallest detectable crack size. Other funcrionsthazl
the exponenriaf function for the POD curvecaneasilybeused.
Valuesforthesmallestdetectablecracksize in different inspec-
tions are assumed mutually independent.

The inspection quatity is chamcterized by the parameter ).,
which is the mean size almve ati of the smallest detectable

crack 1 can take vatues ktween O and W, and a smafl k
signifies a high inspection quality while a large k-vafue signifies
a pmr inspection quality. In the optimization an auxiliary
measure of irrspction qualhy q is introduced. q can take values
in the interval [0,=>.

*=+ (6.3)

@l corrqmds to no inspection, while q=- corresponds to a
prfect kcqxctionwhereallcrackslargerthanafifl are found.

Simple constmkns on q are introduced in the optimization

where ~“ and q“” correspond to the poorest and best pxsible
inapction quafity, respectively.

Data on ins~ction quafities are scarse. For MPI a quality
correspntitngtoa90% probabilityofdetectinga 40.0 mm long
crack may be reasonable. Since MPI recognizesthecrack
lengrh, some (random) relation between crack length and crack
depth is necessary as described in the previous sections.

The POD curve has a finite probability of not detecting a
crack which has grown through the thickness. This is in some
situations not, reasonable as this event is detected by other
means, e.g. by oil spill. It may thus Ix relevant to modi [y the
POD curve to yield a probability of one for detectil]g cracks
larger than a specific size.

The vatue of L ai descrikd akve refers to the average
pxfonnance of& inspction equipment handled by different
ofx?ralots. The variationfromofmatortooperatorshould,how-
ever,alsok included.TheformofthePOD curvein(6.1)can
h mahuakf,buttheparameterkshouldthenk random.

The reliability with rei~ct to the accuracy in sizing a
detected crack is rdlevant for the two repair strategies 2 and 3.”
The liiiting size is a~, but due to measurement uncertainty a

random variable air is used.

The inapcdon”qutihyisa continuousvariableinthe
optimization.fnrealityonlya dkscretenumberofinspection
qualhiesazeavaitable.Theoptimizationcanrhenbeperformed
intwostepa.POD firststeptheqttafhyk continuousandbased
on theresult,fixedinspectionquatitiesareselecredforthe
second optimization, which is then only for ins~ction intervals.
The same applies for she ins~ctionintervalsasinspectionscan
Oslfyb p?.rfortnedduring- cenain piods of the year, and the

same may apply for hull Wlckness or spacing &tween
stiffeners.

7. COST MODELING

The following cost items are included in the modeling of
the totaf ex~cted cost C+

Initiafcost cl= c,(z)

Inspction cost C,N= C,,v(q)

Cost of grind repair C~

Cost of weld repair CR

Cost of replacement C~~= Cw(z)

Cost of failure CF= CF(I)

The mean values of all cost items arc assumed to increase with
the rate of inflation. The difference ~tween the rate of return
for the project and the rate of inflation is assumed to k a con-
stant r. An example of cost modeling is shown in the example.

8. FORMULATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

8.1 Optirnizrtionat design

The number of ins~ctions n during the life time T is
selectedbeforehand,Thisk done to avoid an optimization with
a mixture of integer and real valued optimization variables. The
analysis is repeatedfor severat values of n and the resulting
optimal cm.t values are compared. The vafue of n with the
smaltest total expected cost is the optimal value. The
optimization variables are the inspection times azsd qualities
together with the structural design parameter Z.

The optimization is now formulated for strategy 1 as:

min C,+~ (C,Jq~(l-1’JT~) + C~E[RJ)~.1)
z i=I

1,,...,1
(l+r)‘

n

q,.....q”

S.1

Thepossibilityofpredeterminingoneormoreoftheins~ction
timesandqualitiesasweltasz is available.

The constrainton themirdmum reliability is somewhat
sufwfluous as the effect of the reliability is already included in
the objective function. The constmint is solely included to
allow for an optimization atso in cases where authorities or oth-
ers have defined limiting values for the failure probability, If
the optimization wkhout fi]s constraint leads to a deii~ and
inspection procedure with an intuitively t~ smaff reliability,

this most likelyindicatesthat an error in the cost modeling has
bn made. Instead of giving the requirement on the failure
probability in the life time it would also be ~ssible to give a

\

...... ..

-._.
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requirement on the failure rote. i.e. tie probability of failure per
time unit, but tttk would cause serious comprnalional

,/- difficulties in the optimization. Another possibility is to limit
the failure probability within each inspection intewal rather
than for the life ~ime.

For strategies 24 the optimization is formulated similarly.
For strategy 2 the optimization is formulated identically to stra-
tegy 1, For srrategy 3 the only change is rha[ the expected COS1
of rvpair contains two terms corresponding to the two repair
methods, while for strategy 4 the cost of replacement depends
on the structural parameter for the replacing element, and the
simple constraint on@e structuralpmameterisextendedtothe
structuralparameterford]replacingelememsalso.

S.2 Optimizatiotlafter inspection

Thehm~ctionplanisoptimhedatthedesign stage as for-
mulated in the previous section. When the result of me first
inspection is known, a new optimaf inspection plan can be
determined applying this information in addition to the infornta-
tion available at the design stage. The time of rhe second
inspection thertfore depends on the resuh of the first inspction,
i.e. whether or not a crack was detected and possibly also

repaired.Thefirstins~ctionplanasilluswatedin Figs. 1-2 has
the same time for the second ins~ction in the two or tree

bmrtches after the first inspection. Clearly the opt~mization as
formulated in the previous section therefore onJy represents a
suimptimization. If the numixr, times and qualities of inspec-
tions in each branch are included as optimization variablcs, the
number of such variables increases drastically and the optimiza-
tion&comesimpracticable.Themajorcontribution-tothetotal
exwctedcost is for well designed ship structures generally from
the branch wirhout any crack de~ections, i.e. involves ins~ction
cost and expec~edrepair cost for this branch, If this branch has a
dominantimfmm.nce,thisindicatesthatthesuboptimiza~ion
resultsirsa choiceofdesignandinspectionparameterswhich
arealsagloballynearoptimal.

With information abut inspection results and repair at
one or more ins~ction times, the various failure probabilities
and probabilities of repair are conditional probabilities, condi-
tioned ufmn the result of the inspections, For each insWction
result king available, the trees of remaining possibilities in
Figs. 1-2 are reduced to one half or third of rheir size as the
selected branch at each performed inspection time is known.
This is illustrated in Fig.4 for strategy 1 with two inspection
resuhs available. In the first inspection no crack was demc~ed,
while a crack was detected and repaired in the second inspec-
tion. With the notation from the previos sections; this informs-”
tion is expressed as the event~

/ = {IW(Tl)>On H>O n &fO(T,J>On H’kO} (8,2)

TheprobabilityoffailuregivenfhceventIisthen for T2<KT3

F’J1p)=AP}’(T2,111) (8.3)

= P(M(T,)>O n H,>On J@(T2)>0n HOSOm J@’(OSO10

P(Lf(T1)>On H>On Af”(TJ>On H%On J4°1(t)S0n 1)
——

P(I)

@(T2J).
P(r)

where P(J) is tie probability that the event J occurs. For T3<tST4
thefailureprobabilhyk similarly

Pr(t If)= PJT3 If) + APJT3,zIf) (8.4)

=A+(T2,T3If) + APg%3,1If) + APp1(T37[Io

A+’(T2,TJ APp(T3,t) A@1(T3,1)
--

r(l) + f(r) + P(f)

and so on forfheremaininginspectionrimes.Theexpected
nurnbm of repairs is at times Tj and T4

EIR$l]
.E[R311]= E[R301II]= ~

0101~+E[R4E[R411]=E[R4 011II]

(8.5)

(8.6)

EIR}lO] EIR:ll]
.— —

P(l) + P(I)

andsoon for rhe other inspxtion times. It follows that the
u~ated repair and failure probabilities are simply computed as
mtios of probabilities which are already formulated for the
inapec~ion optimization at the design srate, The same is true for
the derivatives of these probabilities with respec[ to the optimi-
zation parameters.

1---- — aR4ucH1
Q.. --:: .~-,1.- BRAfKH 2

.
~ . .O+ -l------,’

1/’
“’-...Q-+- ~

, RMANCH,
● ✎ ✎

✎

✎

✎

BRANCH Z’

Fig.4: Illustration of event me witt repair of all detecled

cracks and two inspection results available. Odenotes
no repair, while 1 dwtotes repair.

With inspection results available at times T,, ~.. ,T,ul, the

optimizationproblemin(8.1)k mdified as

min ~(C,Jq,)(l-P,(Ti II))+ C#[R, [H) A (8.7)
l,,...,lm i=j (l+r)T

9,3.4?,

n+l
+ Z cJ~) PJT, 10-PJT,.,D +i=j (l+r) <

#’%q,SqmU, i=j,...,n

FWSt,SF’x, i=j,...,n
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where failureandrepairprobabilitiesarecomptrled cofiditioned
UfXNltheresultsofthefimtj-linspections.All terms in the
objectivefunctionarede~rrn ined from rhc formulas above.
The factor l/P(l) is a common faclor for all terms. For the
minimization tiis factor is therefore only entering in the con-
straint on the reliability index. Witiou[ this constraint, only the

history, i.e. the selected branches in the event tree, is of im~r-
tanu, not the probability of the history.

83 Optimizationmethods
Two methods have been considered for solving the optim-

ization problems. Both methods solve the optimization for a
fixed value of the number of ins~ctions n and the minimum
total expected cm.t by varying n can then be determined,

One optimization method uses ,ti NLPQL algorithm as

implemented by Schitrkowski@j. Each step in this method corl-
sisrs of two steps. The first step is a determination of a search
direction by solving a quadratic optimization problcm formed
by a quadmtic approximation of the Lagrangian function of the
non-linear optimization problem and a linearization of the con-
straints. The second step is a line search with an augmented
Lagrangiam merit function and a stopping criterion based on the
Goldstein-Armijo principle. The second optimization method is

similartotheNLPQL implementation, but tie line search is
somewhm differerm

The values of th~ objective function, the constraints and
tlwir partird derivatives with res~ct to the optimization pararne-.
ters are computed in a separate routine. This routine calls upon

PROBAN for anafysis of 2’+]-1parallel systems for calculation

of failure pmbab[lities and 2“-1 parallel systems for calculation
of expectti ‘repair cost for strategies 1 and 4 and an even larger
numbr of pafaflel systems for strategies 2 and 3. PROB.4N
provides a reliability index and probablliLy for each parallel “sys-
tem rogether with partialderivatives of @e reliability index or
probabdity with respect to I.i, Ti and z. From these partial

derivatives the partial derivatives with respsct toq,, 1,and”z are

easily derived, and the gradients of the objective function and
constraints can be determined. The Hessian for the Lagran@rrr
function is approximated based on gradient information.

9. EXAMPLE

An examples is investigated with data which are fairly
reahstic and to some extent represent results from an analysis of
a non-load-carrying stiffener weld in a tanker. The stiffener is
analysed lmth with a constant geometry function and a more
refined geometry function.

The initial crack sizea. is taken as exponentiallydisui-

butedwithameanvalue of 0.1 mm. The crack size after repair
a~ is taken as independent of and identically distributed as the

initial crack sire. Thk has been done bh for weld repair and
grind repair. Crack sizes after repair are assumed to & mutu-
ally independent from repair to repair. The critical crack size a=
is taken as the hull tMckness, 30 mm, defining leakage as
failure.

The nominel long term stress r~ge disuibution is
modeled as a Weibull distribution. The distribution parameters
Id and l/B are assumed LOfollow a two-dimensional normal

distribution with parameters

E[hrA]= 1.6 D[bL4]= 0,16, p[hl%l~B]= 4,X, (9.1)

E[l/B]= 1.2 D[l)B] =0.15

For the constant geomet~ function the Weibull parameter InA
Rpresenh ‘focaf stress and the parameter is scaled to give the
same mean locaf stress as tie more reafistic and complicated
non-load-carrying stiffener weld geometry function, see Hg..5.

E[hrA]= 2.3; D[kL4]=0.20, p[lrA.1/B] = -0.8, (9. lb)

E[l/l?] = l.% D[l/B] =0.15

Themean frequencyofstresscyclesis5millioncyclesperyear
whichRpresentameanstresscycleperiodof6.3s$conds.

The parameter c, is taken as 1.0, and the corrosion rate is

taken as O, i.e. k,=o.

llw stress intensity factor for die transverse non-load-

carrying fillet weld is estimated from a su~r&ition of
influence functions, The stress interisity factor is expressed m

Almar-N~ss et al ‘s)

AK=,f>’~Ao (9.2)

where: Acristhenominel stress range and ~= YEY~Yr YWYG:

YE: Crack shape factor

Y~: Front face factor

YT: Finite thickness factor

Yw: Finitewidth factor

YG: Stress gradiept factor

A semi-elliptical shaW of the crack described by the aspect muo
a/c is assumed. A simple empirical a-c approximation for the
stiffener spcimen is assumed

2C= 2.59 UoM [mm]

YE: The crack shape factor Ktkes into account the effecLof

thecrack shap and “ishere approximated by

YE=(1.0 +4.59 (a/2c)1s5)q”5

Y5: The front face factor accounts for the free surface at

the front of the crack and depends on the crack opi-
ningstress distribution, the asp-et ratio and the free

\ w
.—

Fig.5: Transverse non-load-ca@ngstiffenerweld.
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YT:

Yw :

YG:

surface shape. The correction fac~or is approximated
as:

Y~= (0.98 -0.16 (de)}

The finite thickness correction factor accounts for the

effectoffreesurfaceaheadofthecrackfrontand
dependsonshecrackopeqingstressdistributionand
theaspc~falio,Thefiniteddcknesscorrectionfactor
k hereapproximatedbya second order plynomium.

YT= 1.0+0.21(u/~+ 0.14(my

The finitewidthcorrectionfactorisonlyofinterest

for a thrmtgh crack, here YW=l.O.

The stress gradient factor accounts for the nori-

uniforrn crack opning stresses at the crack locus. An
approximation for estimating YGfor transverse non-

Ioad carrying fillet welds is

YG= SCF(1+ ; (a/T)y”)-l
3

where5CFis-theelasticstress concentration factor at
the weld toe, modeled as.

SCF = 1.621loglO(Y~Y1) + 3.963

The geometry function paramek”m Y, and Yzrepresents the hull

thickness and the bight of the weld while Ygand Ydare decaying

coefficients for the stress gradient factor, In the analysis YI=30.0,

Y2=15.0,Y3=04360and Yq=0.249

For the constant geometry function ~ is modeled as 1’.0,elim-
inating. the need for applying numencaf integrations techniques
for estimating the crack growth with time.

The geometry function parameters CM be modeled as sto-

chastic variables representing the uncertainty in the geometry
function calculations.

The materidcrack growfh parameter m is taken as a fixed
value of 3.0. The material crack growth parameter C is takenas
a lognormalvariable.The mean valueofht is taken as -29.9

and the standard deviation as 0.5. It is required that units IV/mm2
and mm are used for stresses and crack sizes. The threshold
value AK* for the stress intensity factor is taken as zero.

The life time of 2hejoint is taken as 30 years. The max-
imum time interval between successive inspe.clion i$ taken as 30
years and tie minimum interval as 1 year. The quahty q of an
mspction can vary &tween 0.23 (rougidy cmrqmnding to a
visual ins~ction) and 1.3 (roughfy corres~nding to a very
careful MPI inspection). ResulM have bets camputed froth for
an unshifted (ati=O.O) and a shiftk.d (am=] .0) POD curve, see

w-(6.1). The required reliability index-is 3.7o,
The cm.t of an ins*ction is taken as

C,N(q)= C,NO+C,Nl~ +“c,mqz=o.l+ O.oq+0.4C7* (9.3)

The cost of the design is taken as

c/(2)=C;.+C,m(z-q =0.0+O.O1(Z-ZJ (9.4)

The value of C,. is taken as zero, bul rhk value has no influence

on thevaluesoftheoptimization parameters at the optimal
point. The cost of repair is Men as

ICw = 5.0,weld repair
CR= CG = 0.2, grind repair (9.51

The costof replacement is taken as (repair strategy 4).

CRE(Z)= CR,+CR2Z= 5.O+O,I(Z-ZJ (9.6)

The cost of failure is taken as

CF=CFO=8000 (9.7)

and the rate of interest is taken as 4%. All costs are given as
relative vafues onfy and may not be very representative.

Results for a constant geometry function are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2 for the unshifted and shifted POD-cutves,
respcfively. The physical interpretation of the shift in the
POD-curve is that cracks smaller than 1.0 mm are not detected.
The repair, fadure and totaf cost are atl exWcte.d values.

II is observedthattheminimum isratherfiat as a function
of the number of ins~ctions. It is also seen that the design
parameter in alf cases is at its maximum allowable vafue at the
solution point. For the selected cost functions it thus ap~ars to
~ more economic to put more effon into the design to make the
hull almost certain to cause no fatigue problems, rather than to
des@s whh e.g. a smaUer thickness and maintain the reliability
through ins~ction and ~ssible repair.

It is observed that the totaf cost is reduced significantly by
introducing fhe more reafisuc shifted POD curve; this is

k.$cause“m unshifted POD cuwe gives detection of smatl cracks
with lirtle effect on the fatigue reliability. Since, according to
the strategy, all detected cracks have to k repaired, ths results
in a high repair cost. It is afso observed that the optimal solution
is even more fiat as a function of the number of inspections than
for an unshifted POD-cume.

The effect of the four different inspection strategies are
next compmd for two inspections in a 25 year period, The
input data are as ahve, except that no limits on the reliability
index aredefined,thecostoffailurek takenas1000,andthe
meanvafueofhL4k increasedto 2.4.

rABLE 1: Opimal solutionfor a constamgeometry hnction
@ varying numb of irqxcoons. Slratcgy I: aU

detec[ed cracks arc weld mD~ifed.Lnshit’[cdPOD-CUIVC.

No. of insv, 2 3 4 5 (1 7

Initiatcost 0.10 0,10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.)0
hlsp2c[.cost 0.53 0.30 0:28 0.31 0.35 0.40
Weldrep.cost 0.48 0.37 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.37
Failurecost 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.30 0,25 0.20
TomlCON I .50 1.16 I.08 I,05 I.05 I.07
Time of imp, I 14.6 14.3 14.0 13.I 12.6 12,6
Timeofimp.2 21.7 19.1 17.7 16,3 15.4 15.1
Time of imp. 3 - 24.1 21.5 19.3 18.1 17.4

Time of insp. 4 - 25,5 22.7 20.8 19.9
Time of imp. 5 - - 26.3 23.7 22.1
Time of insp. 6 - - 26,8 24.8
Time of imp. 7 - - 27.4
QuaS.of msp. 1 1Ml 0,50 0.32 0.2s 0.24 0.23
QuaLofinsp.2 1,11 0,52 0,34 o,~g o,~b o,~3

Qu2f.ofinsp.3 - 0.56 0,36 0,29 0.24 0.23
Qusl.ofimp.4 - - 0,38 0,30 0,24 0.23
Qual. of imp.5 - - 0.28 0,25 0.23
Qual.ofinsp.6 - - - 0,25 0.?3
Qud.ofinsp.7 . - . . . 0.23
Designparam. 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70,0
Minimum~ 3.70 3.70 3.72 3.77 3,82 3.89
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For repair strategy 2 with constamgeomeuytunctiortand

unshiftedPOD curvethetotalexpectedCOSIisshown for some
values of the mean value of a~,. The smallest IOM expecmd

cmt is obtained with a mean value of 1.0 mm.

-,.: =..%

Table 6 shows a parameter study of the failure co$t, resulls
are shown for two inspections with failure cost al 5.IXX3,8.000
and 10.OUI,applying the stiffener weld geometry function.

Examples of optimization results with inspection informa-

tionavailable can h found in Holck et at(~)and Madsen et al(b). ... ... .

q at, ] (mm) 3.0 2.0 1.5 1.3 1.0 0,9
Totztexpcted cost .610 .575 .565 .560 .557 .559

For strategy 3 with constant geometry function and unshifted
POD curve the smallest [oral expected COSIis obtained for a

larger thati 4 mm. The cost at the solution point for th;
d~erent strategies is shown h Table3..

Resultsforthestiffenerweldgeometryfunctionisshown
intable4 and5 forunshifted and shifted POD-cuwes, respec-
tively. ‘fherestdta indicate an optimaf inspection plan based on.!

TABLE 2: Optimalsalutionforaconsuntgeometry function
@ varying nurrkr of inspections. Strategy 1: all
detected cracks are weld repaired. Shifted POD-cume.

No. Of inSP. 3 4 5 6 7

Initial tist 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10”
hls~ct.cost 0.38 0.37 0.40 0.43 0.45
Weld rep. cost 0.01” 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.o1-
Failure co~t 0.21 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.13
Total UXt 0,70 0.67 0.67 0.68 0.69

Time of insp. 1 12.9 12.3 12.1 11.5 11.2
Time of insp. 2 17.8 16.5 15.4 14.7 14.1
Time of insp. 3 23;5 20.6 18.9 17.4 16.4
Time of iri@ 4 - 25,1 22.3 20.’5 19.2
Time of insp. 5 - - 25.8 23.6 21.7
Time of insp. 6 - 26.5 24.5.
Time of insp. 7 - - -. - 27.4
QuaL of insp. 1 0.53 ““ 0.39 0.37 0.31 0.28
Qual. of insp. 2 0.66 0.49 0.40 0,39 0,31
Qual. of inip. 3 0.70 0.52 0.41 0.33 (3,29

Qual.ofinsp,4 - 0.52 0.42 0.33 0.29
Quat.ofinsp.5 - - 0.42 0.36 0.30
Qual.ofinsp.6 - - - 0.36 0.31
Qual.ofinsp.7 - - - - 0.28
Designparam. 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70,0
MinimumP 3.87 3.90 “3.94 3.98 4.00

TABLE 3: optimal solution for a constant geometry
function and two inspections. Unshifted POD-cume.
Comparison ktween strategies.

Strategy 1 2“3 4

Initial cost 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Replacement cost - - 0.20
Inspection cost 0.14 0.19 0.19 0.13
Weld repair cost O.I8 0.02 0.01 -
Grind repair cost - - 0.01 -
Failure cost 0.33 0+25 0.24 0.35
Totat cost 0.75 0.56 -0.55 0.78
Minimum p 3.19 3.29 3.30 3.18

three ins~cions for hth the POD modeling alternatives, but
with large reduction in the estimated repair ~ost for the shifted
POD curve.

TABLE 4: Optimal solution for a stiffener weld geometry
function and varying nturhrof inspections.
Strategy 1: all detected ctacka are weld repaired.
Unshifted POD”-cuwe.

No. of inspections 1 2 3 4

Initial cost 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
hts~ction cost 0.145 0.140 0.174 0.224
Weld repair cost 0.213 0.215 0.256 0.269
Failure cost 0.50 0.30 0.218 0.139
Total cost 0.958” 0.761 0.718 0.732

Tme of insp. 1 18.1 17.0 15.5 14.4
Time of insp. 2 - 23.0 19.7 18.4
Tme of insp. 3 - - 24,4 21.8
Tme of insp. 4 - - - 25.4
Quality of insp. 1 0.70 0.36 0.25 0.23
Quality of insp. 2 - 0.37 0.24 0.23
Quality of insp. 3 ““ - 0.26 0.23
Quality of insp. 4 - - - 0.23
Design parameter 70<0 70.0 70.0 70.0
Minimump 3.70 3.75 3.84 3.97

rABLE 5: Optimal solution for a stiffener weld geometry
imction and varying numbr of ins~ctions.
Wstegy 1: all detected cracks are weld repaired.
$hifted POD-cuwe. amin= 1.0 mm

No. of inspxtions 1 2 3 4

[nitiat cm.t 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

[nspection cost 0.213 0.212 0.227 0,~65

Weldrepaircost 0.010 0.013 0.014 0.015
Failurecost 0.279 0.117 0.088 .0.064

rotalcost 0.602 0.443 0.430 0.444

rimeofinsp.1 16.5 14.2 13.3 12.5

Time of insp. 2 - 21.3 18.5 16.9
Tiie of insp, 3 - 23.7 21.2
Time of insp. 4 - - - 25.2

Quality of insp. 1 0.87 0,48 0.33 0.29
Quality of insp. 2 - 0.58 0.37 0.33
Quatity of insp. 3 “- 0.41 0.30
Quafity of insp. 4 - - .0.29
Design parameter 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0
Mktimum~ 3.75 4.01 4,08 4.16

.,
TABLE 6 optimal solution for a stiffener weld
geametry function and two inspections.
Shifted POD-tune
Parameter studv on different failure costs

COST OF FAILURE 5.tXN) 8.OQO 10.W3O

Initial cost 0.10 0.10 0.10
Inspection cost 0.187 0.212 0.228
Weld repair cost 0.013 0.013 0.014
Failure c05t 0.093 0.117 0.133
Total cost 0.393 0.443 0.475
Minimum !3 3.94 4.01 4.02
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10. CONCLUSIONS

A procedure for optimal design, impection and repair of a
fadgue sensitive element has ~n pmwnted. Fatigue crack/--

i ‘~ growth has been descrilxd by Paris’ equation and failure ken
defined as growth to a critic~” size. Reliability cafcufations and.,’
associated sensitivity cafcu]ations have ken performed by a
fsrst-order mliabiJity method, Inspection times and qualities as
welf as structu~ design par-ametem”are the optimization vari-
ables. A standard non-linear optimization routine isused.The
optimizationk firstcarriedoutalthedesignstageandlater
ufxiatedeachtimenew inspectioninformationlxcomesavail-
able.Fourdifferentrepairstrategiesarepresentedwithdifferent
criteriaforrtpakmethod.
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DISCUSSION

E. N[kolaidis H.O. Madsen

I havetalkedwith sponsorsfiomFMandNASAI-#ngley I think one thing thatis reassuringabout this is thatthe
about probabilistic optimiintion. One thing thatthey are reliability levels we’ve achieved in this optimization are
interested to see is a method where experimentally you very close to the reliability levels rhatwe actually decide
can verify that the optimum that you have found is an from. So probably practice, so far, has not been thatfar
actual optimum and not something thatia working on a off. Besidw that,I don’t thinkI cangive you arealanswer.
piece of paper only. I wonder if you have any comments
onthatandifyou haveanythinginmindtoverify thatyour
final &sign is the actualoptimal one.
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